QA Engineer – Student.

Want to join a successful mature startup with a unique DNA? Outbrain is looking for an organized, dedicated QA Engineer to join our QA team. If you want to take part of a small, dynamic and hands-on team and be part of a professional team with high standards and great atmosphere – Your place is with us!

Requirements:

3rd year student in computer science or related field
Knowledge in JAVA (and web development)
Knowledge in JS/CSS/ HTML
Team Player with good interpersonal and communication skills, highly motivated
Strong technical skills; ability to deep dive into complex problems & find their root cause
Excellent work ethic and attention
Job position ~ 50%

Nice to have:
Knowledge with databases SQL – An advantage.
Knowledge of Selenium testing’s (Automation Tests) – An advantage
Knowledge in Unix/Linux – An advantage
Previous experience as a QA Engineer
Experience with test plans development, QA methodologies

CV’s to: jobs-il@outbrain.com